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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this work we extend and continue the study of S. Paszkowski ([I], [Z]) 
who considered the relation between polynomials of best approximation and 
interpolating polynomials. More precisely, he studied the problem of approxi- 
mating a given continuous function on an interval [a, b] by elements of an 
n-dimensional Haar subspace, which were also required to interpolate to the 
function at certain prescribed points or nodes in [a, b]. He considered 
questions relating to the existence, uniqueness, and characterization of such 
best approximations. 
We shall show that there is a complete analogy between this problem and 
the classical Tchebycheff problem of approximating a continuous function by 
elements of an n-dimensional Haar subspace. By this we mean that for each 
result which is valid for the classical problem, there is a corresponding result 
valid for this more general problem. In particular, all our results reduce to 
classical ones in the case when the set of nodes is taken to be empty. Our 
approach to this problem is through some general results in approximation 
theory established by the writer and Maserick in [3], and is thus quite 
different from Paszkowski’s method of attack. 
In Section 3 we give six equivalent conditions characterizing best approxi- 
mations. This result generalizes the classical Tchebycheff alternation theo- 
rem. In Section 4 we establish not only uniqueness of best approximations 
but also strong uniqueness. This allows us to show in Section 5 that the best 
approximation operator is (pointwise) Lipschitz continuous. In Section 6 we 
present a theorem, useful in obtaining lower bounds on the error of approxi- 
mation, which extends the well-known result of de La VallCe Poussin. In 
Section 7 these results are combined to obtain a generalization of the second 
algorithm of Remes, effective for the determination of best approximations. 
In Section 8 we record a final few observations regarding the problem. 
* This research was supported by the National Science Foundation Grant GP-7688. 
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We note that Singer [4] and Rivlin and Shapiro [S] have also considered 
certain aspects of this problem (among other general problems of a similar 
nature), but the particular problem at hand was not treated in the detail as 
is done here. 
We are indebted to Professor J. R. Rice for bringing to our attention the 
important references [l] and [2]. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
Let Q be a compact subset of an interval [a, b] which contains at least n + 1 
points, and let 
T = {ti : i = l,..., m}, where t1 < t, < *** < t, , 
be a set of ?n < n consecutive points (or nodes) in Q. (We allow the possibility 
that T be empty, i.e., m = 0.) Let M be an n-dimensional Haar subspace 
relative to [a, b]. That is, M is an n-dimensional subspace of continuous 
functions on [a, b] such that the zero function is the only element of M 
which vanishes at n or more distinct points of [a, b]. Equivalently, if x1 ,..., x, 
is a basis for M and si ,..., s,~ are distinct points of [a, b], then det[xi(sj)] # 0. 
(A basis for a Haar subspace is often called a Tchebycheff system.) A function 
y E M is said to have a double Zero at a point t, if t, is a zero of y which is 
interior to [a, b], and there is a neighborhood of to in which y does not change 
sign. All other zeros are called simple. It is well-known [6; p. 571 that even 
if we count double zeros as two zeros, a nonzero function y E M cannot have 
more than n - 1 zeros in [a, b]. The best known example of an n-dimensional 
Haar subspace is of course the set of polynomials of degree at most n - 1. 
C(Q) will denote the linear space of real continuous functions x on Q 
with the norm 11 x I/ = sup{/ x(t) ) : t EQ}. Given an arbitrary x E C(Q)- M 
we define 
K = K(x) = (y E M : y(t,) = x(tJ, ti E T}. 
This is, K is the set of all functions in M which interpolate to x at the points 
of T. (Note that if T is empty, K = M.) K is not empty by virtue of the Haar 
condition. An element x0 E K is said to be a best approximation in K to x if 
jJ x - x0 /) = inf{jl x - y I/ : y E K). 
A standard compactness argument yields the existence of at least one best 
approximation in K to x. We note that if y E K, then K - y is an n - m 
dimensional subspace of M consisting of all functions in M which vanish 
at the m points ti . Thus by making a preliminary translation of K by some 
arbitrary but fixed element of K, we can replace the problem at hand by an 
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equivalent one involving approximation by a linear subspace rather than a 
linear variety. However we shall find it convenient to deal with the problem 
directly as initially posed. 
We shall assume that s E C(Q) v M is arbitrary but fixed throughout 
our discussion. \I’e turn first to the problem of characterizing best approxima- 
tions in K to s. 
3. CH.~IL~CTERI~.~TION OF BEST APPROXIMATIONS 
In this section we offer a theorem which sets forth five different conditions 
each of which is equivalent to the statement that x, E K is a best approxima- 
tion to x. The equivalence of (1) and (6) (in the particular case that Q = [a, b]) 
was first proved by Paszkowski [ 1; Theorems 2 and 51 who gave an elementary 
(seven page) proof. The equivalence of (1) and (6) was also recovered by 
Singer [4] w-ho used a characterization theorem for best approximations in 
finite dimensional subspaces of normed linear spaces (cf. [7] or, more gener- 
ally, [3]). As subsequent results in this paper reveal, the equivalence of (1) 
and (4) would appear to be the most useful of the equivalences, both from a 
practical and theoretical viewpoint. 
We shall use the following characterization theorem. 
THEOREM 1 [3;rCorollary 2.61. Let C be a conwex subset of an N-dimen- 
sional subspace of the normed linear space X and let x E X N C. An element 
x0 E C is a best approximation to x if and only if 
(i) there exist k positive numbers Xi and k linear functionals Li which are 
extreme points of the closed unit ball in the dual X* 
(ii) Re[C: h&,(x, - y)] >, 0 for every y  E C 
[iii) L,(x - x,,) = 1) x - x,, 11 (i = l,..., k). 
Moreover, k < N + 1 if the scalar $eld a’s real, k < 2N + 1 if it is complex. 
To apply this result to our problem, we set X = C(Q), C = K, and note 
that each Li is (plus or minus) a “point evaluation” [8; p. 4411. Also, since 
K - x,, is an 71 - m dimensional subspace, equality must hold in (ii). Thus 
we have the following characterization theorem for our problem. 
THEOREM 2. An element x0 E K is a best approximation to x ;f  and only 
if there exist k .< n - m + 1 consecutive points e, E Q and k scalars hi > 0 
sub that 
I x(4 - x0(4 I = II x - x0 II (i = l,..., k) 
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and 
5 Xjuj[y(ej) - xo(ei)] = 0 fog every y E K, 
1 
where 
crj = sgn[x(eJ - xO(ei)]. 
Now we can prove the main result of this section. We again emphasize 
that the equivalence of statements (1) and (4) will be the most useful to us 
for subsequent applications. 
CHARACTERIZATION THEOREM. Let x,, E K. The following sik statements 
are equivalent. 
(1) x0 is a best approximation in K to x. 
(2) The zero element (O,..., 0) is in the convex hull of the set of n - m tuples 
{[x(t) - xo(t)l (MLsmW) : t E Q, I 40 - xo(t) I = II x - xo II> 
where y1 ,..., ynTrn is any bask of K - x0 . 
(3) There exist n - m + 1 consecutive points ei EQ such that 
(4 I 44 - x0(4 I = II x - x0 II 
(b) w-G44 - xo(44 = (- l)i+l w4LW - Sol 4 
for i = 1, 2,..., n-m + 1, where 
Y&d *. . y&i-J Y&i+J *** Y&k-+J 
Ai = .*. 
m-&d . ** a-&k-J y+&i+J * * * yn’n-m(en-m+l) 
and yl ,..., ynqm is any basis of K - x0 . 
(4) There exist n - m + 1 consecutive points ei E Q such that 
(a> I 44 - x0(4) I = II x - x0 II 
(b) w(lXeJ - x0(41 Wd> = (- l)i+l wCx(4 - xo(q)l WeA) for 
i = 1, 2,..., n--+1, where 17(t)r(t-tJ***(t-tt,) if m#O and 
17(t)= 1 ifm =O. 
(5) There exist n - m + 1 consecutive points e, E Q such that 
(a) Ix(eJ-x,,(ei)I=IIx-x0(/ (i=l,...,n-m++) and, with the 
7totation 
($1 , s2 ,..., %+A = T u {e, ,..., en--?n+l), 
wheres,<s,<***<s,,,, 
40912411-S 
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(b) either 
(- l)f [X(Si) -- <X”(SJ] 2: 0 fOY i AL l,,.., I2 + 1 
OT 
(- I)i [x(sJ -- X0(&)] :,I 0 fOl i -.: I,,.., n -~ 1. 
(6) l’here exist n - nz + 1 consecutive points ej E Q such that 
(a) 1 x(eJ - xO(ei) 1 = // .X - x0 1’ and, with the notation as in (5) along 
with the notation 
and 
e, = s, , 711 =-- (- 1)” sgn[x(s,) - +hJl, 
7j = Sgn[X(Sj) - Xo(Sj)] -1. 7j-l[Sgn 1 X(Sj) - Xo(Sj) / - l] 
for j = 1, 2 ,..., n + 1, then 
(b) rlj = (- 1)i70 (j = 1,2 ,..., n + 1). 
PROOF. We shall establish the implications (1) 3 (2) 3 (3) G- (4) => (5) 
=s- (6) > (4) * (1). 
(1) implies (2). By Theorem 2, there exist k ,< II - m + 1 consecutive 
points ei E Q and k positive numbers hi such that 
/ x(ei) - x,(e,) 1 = 11 x - x0 11 (i = I,..., k) 
and 
$lhiuiyj(ei)=O (j= l,...,n-mm), 
where yr ,...,Y~...~ is any basis for K - x0, and ui = sgn[x(e,) - x,(ei)]. By 
multiplying both sides of the sum by (C:&)-l /I x - x,, 11 we obtain (2). 
(2) implies (3). Assuming (2), there exist then k positive scalars hi 
with xt & = 1, and k consecutive points ei E Q such that 
I 44 - x0(4 I = II 32 - x0 II 
and 
tl aiyj(e,) = 0 (j = l,..., n - m), (*I 
where ai = /\,[x(eJ - xo(ei)] (f 0). By Caratheodory’s theorem we can 
assumek<n-m+l.Weshowthatk=n-m+l.Ifk<n-m+l 
we adjoin 0 to the jth equation of Eqs. (*) in the form 
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where ek+r ,..., e,,-, are points in Q N T chosen such that e, ,..., en-,,, are 
distinct. The Eqs. (*) may be rewritten as 
n-m 
; a,y&?,) = 0 (j = I,..., n - m), 
where ai = &[x(eJ - x,(eJ] for i = l,..., k and ai = 0 for i = k + I,..., 
n - m. Since this homogeneous linear system in the a, has a nontrivial 
solution, it follows that 
det[yj(ei)]y-m = 0. 
Hence there exists scalars b, (i = I,,.,, II - m) not all zero such that 
nFb,y,(ej) = 0 (j = I,..., 12 - m). 
1 
But since y,(tJ = 0 for i = l,..., n - m and j = 1 ,..., m, the nonzero element 
y = C;-” 6,~~ in M vanishes at n points of Q and this contradicts the Haar 
condition. Thus K = n - m + 1. Rewriting (*) in the form 
n--m+1 
z2 w&i) = - w+(eJ (j = L..., 71 - 4 
and solving by Cramer’s rule, we get 
y&J a*- y&i-J Y&l) Yl(%+J ... yl(en-m+l) 
ai = - a, . . . -i- 
m-&J * *. yn-&i-J b-del) Y+d%+*) . . . m-de,-,+d 
y&d *. . Yl(en-m+l) 
. . . 
yn-m(e2) **a 31n+(en-m+1) 
= (- 1)1--l a, 2 (i = 2,..., n--m+l). 
Since ai = &[x(eJ - x,(eJ] and Xi > 0, this establishes (3). 
(3) implies (4). Let {zI ,..., x~+-~> be an arbitrary set of 71 - m - 1 
consecutive points in [o, b] N T. Consider the function 
Yd4 Yl(4 **- Ydbn-1) 
4’6) = 
Yn-mW Yn-v&l> --* Y?+7&Ln-1) 
\Ve note that y E M, y(&) L- 0 (j = l,,.., nz), and y(q) = 0 (j = l,.,., 
n - no - 1). Thus y has n -- I distinct zeros and since y # 0, these are the 
only zeros of y. Therefore these zeros are simple, i.e., y changes sign at 
these zeros. In particular, if we choose Z, :-~ eit2 (i = I,..., n -- m - l), it 
follows that 
y(eJ == A, and y(eJ == A, . 
Thus if there are an even (resp. odd) number of the points ti in the interval 
(e, , es), then sgn d, = sgn A, (resp. sgn A, = - sgn A,). In the same way 
(by choosing the points zj to be appropriate subset of the ej) it can be shown 
that if there are an even (resp. odd) number of the tj in the interval (ei-r , e,), 
then sgn A, = sgn dipI (resp. sgn Ai = -- sgn dieI). Letting 
L!(t) = (t - tJ *** (t - t,,,), 
it follows that sgn[AJl(eJ] -L sgn[A,J7(e,-,)I. Since this is true for every i, 
condition (3b) implies that 
wlM4 - x0(4) W41 == (- lY+l wGC&) - x&J) WA1 
(i =: I,..., n-mS1) 
which establishes (4). 
(4) implies (5). Assume (4) and let {sr , ss ,..., s,,,} = T u {e, ,..., e,+,-,} 
where s1 < s, < ... < snfl . Since x(tJ - xo(ti) = 0 for ti E T, we need only 
consider the sign of the terms x(sJ - X,,(Q) when si E {er ,..., e,+,+r}. Fix an 
arbitrary j (1 < j ,< II - m) and let e, = sP . We shall assume that p is even 
and x(ei) - x,,(ej) > 0 as the other three possibilities can be treated similarly. 
Thus (- 1)” [x(sJ - x,(s,)] > 0. If there is an even number, say 2k, of the 
points ti in the interval (ej , q+J, then e$+, = ~~+s~+~ and since 
sgn n(e,) = sgn J7(ej, i), it folfows from (4) that 
(- l)p+2k+1 MS,, 2zc+l) - 4&D+z~,-1)1 = - 14ej+I) - de~+J > 0. 
If there are an odd number, say 2k - 1, of the ti in the interval (e, , ej+r) then 
ei+l = %-tZk and since sgn 17(ejcr) == - sgn n(e,), it again follows from (4) 
that 
(- l)“+‘” [x(sD+Zk> - %(%I-dk)] = de9+l> - xo(eitl) > O’ 
Since j was arbitrary, (- I)i [x(sJ - X&Q)] > 0 (i = l,..., n $ l), and this 
proves (5). 
(5) implies (6). We assume that (- 1 )i [X(Q) - x,(+)1 3 0 for 
i = I,.. ., n + 1. The other possibility is proved in the same way. Thus r), = 1. 
We proceed by induction. Assume r], = (- l)k v,, for k = 0, l,..., N. Then if 
sN+l E T  %,+I = 0 + TN(o - 1) = (- ljNtlvO. If sN+lEiel ~-..~ en-+l> 
then 
sgn[xx(sN+l) - xO(s~+l)l = (- ljNtl 
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and hence qN+l = (- l)N+l = (- l)N+l q,, . Thus 7N+1 = (- l)N+l rlo and 
this completes the induction and verifies (6). 
(6) implies (4). From (6) we have that vi = b-l or 
sgnW3 - x0(41 + rldw I 41) - x0(4 I - 11 = - w-1 , 
which simplifies to 
(- I)+’ q. sgn 1 X(Q) - x0(+) ( = - sgn[X(s,) - x0(+)] (j = I,..., n + 1). 
Fix an arbitrary i (1 < i < 71 - m) and let ei = s, , ei+l = s, . Then 
(- 1)9-l rlo = - sgn[x(q) - xo(ei)], 
and 
(- I>,-l rlo = - sgnMei+d - xo(ei+J. 
If there are an odd number of points tj in the interval (ei , ei+l), then I - q 
is even so that from above we get 
sgn[x(e,+J - xo(el+,)] = (- 1)t rlo = (- I)+-(r-q) q. = (- 1)” q. 
= sgn[x(eJ - x,(eJ]. 
Similarly, if there are an even number of tj in (ei , ei+l) then 
wMei+J - xo(ei+d = - wH4 - x0(41. 
With 17(t) = (t - tl) ..a (t - t,,J we see that in either case 
sgnEMei+J - xo(ei+d nk+Jl = - sgn[b+i) - d4) W41. 
Since i was arbitrary, this relation is valid for every i and it follows that condi- 
tion (b) of (4) obtains. This establishes (4). 
(4) implies (1). By contradiction. Suppose there is y E K such that 
I/ x - y (( < (( x - x0 I/ . Writing 
it follows from (4) that the function (x0 -y)l7 alternates in sign at the 
n - m + 1 points e, . Fix an i (1 < i < n - m) and consider the following 
two cases. If there is an even number of the r, in the interval (ei , ez+l) then 
W4 W%+d > 0 so that [x0(4 - rhll koh+d - Yh+dl < 0. Thus 
x0 - y either has a zero in (ei , e,+J N T or x0 - y has a double zero at some 
t$ in (et , ei+l). Similarly, we obtain the same conclusion if there is an odd 
number of t3 in (ei , ei+l). Thus in each interval (ei , ei+l) (i = l,..., 12 - m) 
the function x0 - y either has a zero which is not in the set T or has one of 
the tr E (el, e$+r) as a double zero. Clearly, x,, - y has tl ,..., t, as zeros. 
Hence counting double zeros as two zeros, we see that x0 -y has at least 
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m + (n - m) = n zeros. This implies that x,, = y, a contradiction. This 
establishes (1) and completes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY. If x0 is a best approximation to .T over Q then there is a subset 
QO of Q containingprecisely n + 1 points (including the ti) such that x,, is a best 
approximation to x over QO . 
Special Case when Q Contains Exactly n + 1 Points 
If the n - m + 1 “critical peak points” e, EQ of the characterization 
theorem are known, then it is possible to determine the best approximation 
x,, , and also the error of approximation I/ x - X, 11 , simply by solving a linear 
system of n + 1 equations in n + 1 unknowns. In particular, this will be 
the case when Q contains exactly n + 1 points (since m of these points are 
the ti). 
Suppose now that the points ei of the characterization theorem are known. 
From condition (4) of this theorem, the points ei must have the following 
property: 
and 
where 
w[+=J - x,(eJ] = ui (i = l,..., n - m + l), 
ui = (- l)i+l sgn [ 
W4 ---cr 
W3> ’ I 
and 
u1 = sgn[x(eJ - xo(eJl. 
It follows that x0 must satisfy the n + 1 equations 
3co(ei) + ui d = x(eJ (i = l,..., n - m + 1) 
xO(t3) = x(tj) (j = l,..., m), (**) 
where d = 11 x - x0 11 . Letting x1 ,..., X, be a basis for M, then x0 = c; ctx, 
for some scalars ci so that Eqs. (**) represent n + 1 equations in the n + 1 
unknowns cI and d. (Note that the ui are not completely specified until one 
of them, say u, , is known. However, if we arbitrarily set u1 = 1 or a, = - 1, 
the only effect this has on the solution of (**) is in the determination of the 
sign of d. But this is irrelevant anyway since we are only interested in the 
magnitude of d.) We remark finally that Eqs. (**) do indeed have a unique 
solution. This follows from the observation that the columns of the deter- 
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minant of this system are linearly independent. Indeed, this determinant is 
given by 
44 x2(4 *** x&J 01 
. . . 
xl(en-m+l) x&k-,+1) ..* 4en,+J s--m+l 
x1(t1) x*(4) ... x&> 0 
The first n columns of this determinant are clearly independent for otherwise 
there would exist a nontrivial linear combination of the xi which vanishes 
at the n + 1 points tl ,..., t, and e, ,..., en++r , contradicting the Haar 
condition, If the last column were a linear combination of the first n, then 
there would exist scalars ai , not all zero, such that 
$lajxi(ej)=Oj (j=l,...,n-m+l) 
Ela&t,) = 0 (j = l,..., m). 
Arguing as we did in showing that (4) implies (1) in the characterization 
theorem, we deduce that 2: aixi must have at least 7t zeros in [a, b]. This 
again contradicts the Haar condition. Thus the determinant is not zero. 
4. UNIQUENESS OF BEST APPROXIMATION 
By using the characterization theorem it is easy to establish the following 
uniqueness theorem. 
UNIQUENESS THEOREM. There is exactly one best approximation x,, E K 
to x. 
PROOF. Suppose y,, E K is also a best approximation to x. Then, by the 
convexity of the set of best approximations, y = 4 (x0 + y,,) is also a best 
approximation in K to x. By condition (4) of the characterization theorem 
there exist n - m + 1 consecutive points e, E Q such that 
and 
I 44 - 344 I = II x - Y II 
vh4ej+l) - y(ej+,>> Tei+dJ = - ~Kx(4 - YW) 4Ql~ 
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Thus 
II x - Y II = I 4 [x(4 - f&i)1 + * b(4 - x@Jl I 
d 4 I x(ei) - x0(4 I + 4 I 44 - Yo(4 I 
d~II~-~,ll+itll~-~y,II=II~-~Yl. 
Hence equality must hold throughout this string of inequalities, which implies 
moreover that 
or 
Since 
44 - xoW = x(4 - Yo(ed 
x0(4 - ro(4 = 0 (i = l,..., n-m + 1). 
x0(4) -YoM = 44) - x(h) = 0 (i = I,..., m), 
x,, -ys has n + 1 zeros and thus x0 =yO by the Haar condition. This 
proves the uniqueness. 
In addition to the uniqueness theorem above, we can show that the best 
approximation is in fact stro@y unique in the sense described by the follow- 
ing theorem. 
STRONG UNIQUENESS THEOREM. Let x0 E K be the best approximation to 
x. Then there exists a constant 0, 0 < 0 < 1, such that 
II”--Y II 2 IIX- x0 II + 0 II x0 -Y II 
PROOF. From the proof of the implication (2) implies (3) in the character- 
ization theorem, it follows that there exist n - m + 1 numbers A, > 0 and 
signs ui = sgn[x(ei) - xo(ei)] (f 0) such that 
n--m+1 
C bdxo(4 - 3Wl = 0 
1 
for every y E K. Let y E K and /I x0 - y 1) = 1. Then by the Haar condition 
ui[xo(ei) - y(ei)] > 0 for some i. Thus maxi ui[xo(ei) - y(e,)] is a positive- 
valued continuous function of y for all y E K with 11 x0 - y (I = 1. It follows 
that 
8 = inf{mzax uc[xo(er) - y(eJ] : y E K, II x0 - y 11 = 1) 
is a positive number since this is the infimum over a compact set. Ify = x0 , 
the conclusion of the theorem holds trivially. If y, E K, y f x0 , then 
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since K is a linear variety, and x0 - y’ = I] x0 - y 11-l (x,, - y) so that 
I] x,, - y’ ]I = 1. Thus for some index i, 
6 < udxo(ei) - y’(41 = 0~ II x0 - Y 11-l b&d - yh)l 
and hence 
II * -Y II Z 4Mei) -~(41 
We are left to verify that 8 < 1. Choose a y E K with y # x0. Set 
Yo =Y -*o. Then substituting for y in the above inequality yields 
~llYoII=~II~o-YIIGII~-~~o+Yo~/l-ll~--XoIl 
dII~-~oil+IIYoII-ll~--oII=/IYo/I. 
Hence fJ < 1 and the proof is complete. 
5. LIPSCHITZ CONTINUITY OF THE BEST APPROXIMATION OPERATOR 
Fix an arbitrary x E C(Q) and let B(x) E K = K(X) denote the best 
approximation in K to X. The domain of B shall be the set of all x E C(Q) 
such that x(tJ = x(tJ for i = l,..., m if m # 0, and the domain is all of 
C(Q) if m = 0. It is not hard to show that I3 is a continuous operator. In fact, 
B satisfies a Lipschitz condition at each point. Freud (cf. e.g. [2; p. 821) proved 
the latter fact for the classical Tchebycheff approximation problem. How- 
ever, the proof of his theorem given in [9] only uses the fact that there is a 
strong uniqueness theorem associated with the approximation problem. 
Hence it is equally valid here. We include the brief proof for completeness. 
THEOREM. For each x E C(Q) th ere exists a constant X = h(x) mch that 
II JW - W II G A II x - 2 II 
for every x in the domain of B. 
PROOF. By the strong uniqueness theorem there exists 0 = O(X) > 0 such 
that 
0 II B(x) -Y II d /I x -Y II - II x - B(x) II 
for every y E K. Let z E C(Q) and y = B(z). Then 
6~ II B(x) - B(4 II G II x - B(4 II - II x - B(x) II 
G II 2 - z II + II z - B@) I! - II x - B(x) I! 
< II * - z II + II 2 - B(x) II - I/ .r: - B(x) II 
< 1) x - 2 1) + Ii z - x (I + 11 x - B(X) /) - /I x - B(x) /I 
= 2 11 x - 2 1) .
Taking h = 28-i completes the proof, 
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6. THE ERROR OF APPROXIMATION 
A generalization of the classical theorem of de La VallCe Poussin [9; p. 771, 
useful in obtaining lower bounds on the error of approximation, can bc 
obtained from a geometric duality relation established in [3]. This relation 
gives a formula for finding the distance from a convex subset of a normed 
linear space to any point in the space. If in [3] we specialize Corollary 5.3(b) 
and the remark (4) after Theorem 5.1 to our present problem, we obtain the 
following relation for the distance from x to K (or equivalently, for the 
distance from x - y to the subspace K - y, where y E K). 
THEOREM. For any given y  E K, the distance from x to K is given by 
dist(x, K) = max / ‘*T’ ai[x(ei) --Y(ei>] 1 , 
where the maximum is taken over points ei E Q and scalars CQ such that 
n-m+1 N--m+1 
F ’ %’ = l and 
7 aiyi(et) = 0 (j = I,..., n - m), 
where y1 , . . ., yn+, is any basis of K - y. 
Using this result and the characterization theorem, we can easily prove the 
following extension of the de La VallCe Poussin theorem. (We shall continue 
to use the same notation as defined in the characterization theorem.) 
THEOREM ON LOWER BOUNDS OF THE APPROXIMATION ERROR.- Let 
y  E K and let e, be n - m + 1 consecutive points in Q. If any one of the following 
jive conditions holds, then 
dist(x, K) > mjn / x(eJ - y(et) 1 . 
(1) (0,. . . , 0) is in the convex hull of the set of n - m tuples 
{[x(4 - r(ei)l (y&-G ,..., y+,(ei)) : i = I,..., n - m + 11 
(2) b(ei> - Hei)1 di assumes alternately positive and negative values for 
i = l,..., n--+1. 
(3) The function (x - y) II assumes alternately positive and negative 
values at the ei . 
(4) Either (- l>i [x(s~) - y(si)] 2 0 for i = I,..., n + 1 OY 
(- l)i [X(G) - Y(Q)] d 0 for i = l,..., n + 1. 
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(5) If e, = s, , A = (- 1P ssnL%J - YhJl, and 
/4 = w-WJ - ~(4 + /Lb I 44 - A4 I - 11, 
then 
A = (- lYB0 (j = I,..., n + 1). 
PROOF. If x(eJ - y(e,) = 0 f or some i the result is trivially true independ- 
ent of any of the conditions (l)-(5). Th us we can assume x(e+) - y(eJ f 0 
for i = l,..., n - m + 1. Under this assumption, conditions (l)-(5) are in 
fact all equivalent. Indeed, by following the proof of the characterization 
theorem essentially word for word we can establish the implications 
(1) 3 (2) => (3) => (5) 3 (2) of the present theorem. To complete the proof 
we will show that (2) implies (1) and (1) implies that 
dist(x, K) 3 min ) x(e,) - y(e,) 1 . 
(2) implies (1). Assume that 
wO@i) - r(4) 41 = (- lY+l sgn[WJ - y(4) 41 
for i = l,..., n - m + 1. To prove (1) it suffices to show that the system of 
equations 
n--m+1 
C hi[x(ei) - y(ei)] yj(ei) = 0 (j = l,..., n - m) 
1 
has a solution Xi with & 3 0 and C - y n1+1 & > 0. Setting h, = 1 and solving 
this system by Cramer’s rule (for the unknowns hi[x(ei) - y(ei)]), we obtain 
after some simplification 
hi[x(ei) - y(eJ] = (- l)i-l $ [x(el) - y(e,)] 
Thus 
(i = 1, 2 ,..,, n - m + 1). 
sgn Xi = (- 1)+-l w-W4 - Y(4) 41 wK44 r - 3%)) 41 (- 1)x(- 1)ifl = 1. 
This establishes (1). 
Now assume (1) is true. It follows that there exist scalars hi 3 0 with 
c;-“+l& = 1 such that 
n--m+1 
C 4 w-4%4 - y(41 Yj(ei> = 0 (j = l,..., n - m). 
1 
Letting ffi = Xi sgn[x(e,) - y(eJ], we see that Cjc~j=C&=l and 
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C aiyj(e,) = 0 (j = I ,,.., n - m). From the preceding theorem it follows 
that 
dist(x, K) 3 / 7+$+144ed - y(eJ 1 
n--m+1 
= C 
1 
4 I 42) - r(4 I 2 Tin I x(4 - r(4 I , 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
REMARK. We can actually obtain a somewhat sharper result than that 
stated in the theorem above. Indeed, if (ei} is any set of n - m + 1 consec- 
utive points in Q N T, then 
dist(x, K) > 1 ‘-r’ Xi(- l)i [x(e$) - y(e,)] sgnD(eJ 1 , 
where 
Ai = I Lli I (““c” / Ll, I)-? 
j j&l 
In addition, if any one of the conditions (l)-(5) hold then 
n--m+1 
dist(x, K) > c hi I 44 - r@A I - 
1 
The crux of the proof of this remark is in the observation that the n - m + 1 
equations 
T aiyj(ei) = 0 (j = l,..., 71 - m) 
n--m+1 
T ai(- 1)’ sgn I7(e,) = 1 
have a unique solution 9 ,..., CX,+,,,+~ . This observation follows from an 
argument with determinants similar to that used in Section 3 and we omit 
the details. 
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7. ALGORITHM FOR DETERMINING BEST APPROXIMATIONS 
We give here an effective algorithm for the determination of the best 
approximation x,, in K to X. It represents a generalization of the second 
algorithm of Remes (cf. [9; p. 971). 
DEXRIPTION OF ALGORITHM. Let x E C[u, b]. We seek a function y E K 
which minimizes the uniform norm of the function 
CRY) (9 = x(t) -Y(t) 
over the interval [a, b]. 
Choose any n - m + 1 consecutive points ei in [a, b] N T. Choose that 
y E K such that maxi j (Ry) (ei) 1 is a minimum. From the characterization 
theorem the numbers (Ry) (e,) are of equal magnitude and (Ry) (ed) U(e,) 
alternate in sign. Thus Ry has a zero xi in each interval (es, ei+r). (This 
follows since each zero of 17 is also a zero of Ry.) Let ui = sgn(Ry) (eJ. About 
each point ei there is a smallest interval each of whose endpoints is a tj or a 
zi (or a or b). For each i = 1, 2 ,..,, 1~ - m $- 1 select a point Ui in the smallest 
such interval about the point ei such that u,(Ry) (t) is a maximum, This 
determines a tviul set {u, , ua ,..., u ,, _ m+l}. (We should observe at this stage 
that the numbers (Ry) (ui) n(uJ also alternate in sign and 
for each i.) If 
I CRY) (4 I 2 I CRY) (4 I 
II RY II > m;x I WY) (4 I 
then the definition of (ur , ua ,..., u,-,+r} must be altered as follows. Let u 
be a point in [a, b] where 1 (Ry) (t) 1 is a maximum. Now insert u in its proper 
place in the set {ur , u2 ,..., u,-,,,) and then remove a ui in such a way that on 
the resulting ordered set the function (Ry) 17 still alternates in sign, (The 
simple formulation of rules to accomplish this “exchange” is left to the 
reader.) The next cycle begins with {ur , ug ,..., u,+,~+J in place of 
Gi , e2 ,..., e,-,m+ll. 
The effectiveness of this algorithm is provided by the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let x,, E K be the best approximation to x. The successive 
functions y(“) E K generated by the above algorithm converge uniformly to x,, 
according to an inequality of the form 
whereQ<X<l. 
//yC”’ - x,, II < AAL, 
We recall that in the proof of the second algorithm of Remes given in 
[9; pp. 98-1001, the essential ingredients were the characterization 
(Tchebycheff alternation) theorem, the de La \.allCe Poussin theorem, the 
strong uniqueness theorem, and the ability to determine explicitly the best 
approximation on subsets containing exactly ti 1 I points. We remark that 
we can modify the Remes algorithm in the obvious way using the generaliza- 
tions of each of the essential ingredients which we have already established. 
The straightforward, though rather tedious, verification of the details of the 
proof is omitted. 
We note in passing that Mr. Robert T. Burger of the Pennsylvania State 
University has recently programmed and successfully tested this algorithm 
on a variety of examples on the IBM 360, Model 65. 
8. FINAL REMARKS 
(1) We note that in the particular case when the n dimensional Haar sub- 
space M is .pnel , the polynomials of degree at most n - 1, the proofs in 
this paper are somewhat simpler to verify. This is mainly due to the fact 
that in this case every y E K - x0 (where x,, E K) is of the form y = 17q 
where n(t) = (t - tl) *a* (t - tm) and q E 9nn-m-1 . 
(2) There exists also an analogue of the Polya algorithm [6; p. 81 for 
our problem. That is, if y(p) E K is a best approximation to x relative to the 
LP-norm over [a, b], then y(p) converges uniformly on [a, b] as p --f co to the 
best uniform approximation in K to x. (Here the D-norm is defined by 
i/Y /I = CJi I Y(t) I* Wpa) 
In this regard, it is useful to have a characterization theorem for best 
(D-norm) approximations in K to x. This is obtained by specializing 
Theorem 3.8 of [3]. 
THEOREM. Let p > 1. A function x0 E K is a best approximation (in the 
Lp-norm) to x if and only if 
J 
.h 
yi(t) / x(t) - x&t) Iv-1 sgn[x(t) - x,(t)] dt = 0 
0 
for i = l,..., n - m where y1 ,..., yn+, is a basis for K - x0 . 
Assuming that p is even and noting that x0 E K if and only if x0 E A4 and 
x&) = x(&) (i = I,..., m), the above theorem can be restated in the following 
form: 
x,, E M is a best approximation in K to x if and only if 
(i) x0(&) = x(tj) (j = l,..., m) 
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(ii) Jiyj(t) [x(t) - x,,(t)]n-r dt = 0 (j = l,..., n - m). 
The equations (i) and (ii) represent n equations (nonlinear if p # 2) for the n 
unknown coefficients ci , where x,, = CF cixi and x1 ,..., x, is a basis for M. 
(3) For each n, let Pn”,-, denote the polynomials of degree at most n -- 1, 
let 
K(“) = {y E q4,-* : y(tJ = x(Q, ti E T} 
and let ~4~) be the best approximation in Wn) to x. Then xcn) converges 
uniformly to x as n -+ co. This is an immediate consequence of Corollary 1.1 
of [IO]. 
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